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SUBJECT:  HT-746 TRANSMISSION YOKE MODIFICATIONS                

APPLICATION:

Models VINs

H3-40 vehicles
equipped with

Series 60 Engines &
HT-746

Transmissions

From 2P9H33407P1001305 to 2P9H33406R1001022 inclusively.       

DESCRIPTION

On the above mentionned vehicles, it is possible that an oil leak develops in the area of the transmission's
rear end section.  A modification to the HT-746 Transmission's Yoke and it's installation will correct this
problem.   

This modification applies to all H3-40 vehicles equipped with HT-746 Transmissions and is covered by our
normal warranty.

To modify your vehicle, proceed in the following manner.

MATERIAL

Part no. Description Qty

57-1570 Yoke assy (incl. Speedy Sleeve) 1

57-1550 Seal, Transmission Shaft Output 1

07-0893 Ring, Spacing 1

Note:Material can be ordered through regular channels.
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PROCEDURE

Warning:Park vehicle safely over a repair pit, apply parking brake, stop engine and set battery master
switches to the "OFF" position prior to working on the vehicle.

Prior to working on an air-suspended vehicle, it is strongly recommended to support the
vehicle body at the recommended jacking points. 

Caution:When vehicle is parked overnight or for an extended period of time, battery switches should
always be set to the "OFF" position.  

1.Locate Transmission Yoke under vehicle (Fig.1, #1).
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Fig. 1

2.Remove the four (4) bolts (Fig. 1, #4) and two (2) straps  (Fig. 1, #3) securing Yoke to Cross Bearing
(Fig. 1, #2).
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3.Settle Drive Shaft Assy (Fig. 2, #1) into Shaft Guard's base (Fig. 2, #2). 
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Fig. 2

4.Remove nut securing Yoke to Transmission, then remove Yoke.

Note:Do not discard Yoke; in order to receive Warranty reimbursement, yoke has to be returned to your
nearest PRÉVOST CAR SERVICE CENTER.

5.Remove Transmission Shaft Output Seal (Not shown) and discard.

6.Insert Spacing Ring #07-0893 inside Transmission Shaft area, then insert new Seal #57-1550 making
sure coils are facing Transmission.

7. Lubricate generously new Yoke's inner face and the interior of new Seal with grease (PRÉVOST No. 68-
0122 or equiv.), then insert Yoke into shaft area.

8.Reinstall Yoke Nut and torque to 700 Lbf•ft.

9.Reinstall bolts and straps securing Yoke to Cross Bearing, then torque bolts to 125 Lbf•ft.

WARRANTY

This modification is covered by the manufacturer's normal warranty.  We will reimburse you the parts and
one & one half (1.5) hours of labour upon receipt of removed Yoke and a completed A.F.A. form on which
you must specify as per Warranty Bulletin 94-11.


